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Direct from the UK Ministry of Defence online auction. Inc 6 x Sea King Helicopters, Observation Command Centre, Jet Engines, Aviation Eqpt etc

Approx. 50 Lots to include: 6 x SEA KING HELICOPTERS, Observation Command Centre, Spares, Blades and Eqpt, Jet Engines, Ground Support Equipment etc

Ended Nov 16, 2017 1:46pm GMT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a Westland Sea King HC.4 (TAIL NUMBER ZF120) Airframe complete with the improved Carson rotor blades for hot and high operations. The Sea King Mk4 - known throughout the Naval world as the Junglie - are the green giants of the Fleet Air Arm. ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>You are bidding on a very impressive Tornado Strategic Bomber 2250 litre external fuel tank, Drop tank(external tank, wing tank, orbelly tank). This is a very rare opportunity to buy a Tornado Strategic Bomber Drop tank. This is an exceedingly rare item to find and isa must for any RAF collector. ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>You are bidding on direct from the UK Ministry of Defence 5 x Sea King Main Rotor Blades. These Sea King Main Rotor Blades are supplied in used condition as seen and untested by us. They are sold as seen. There is no warranty. They are direct from the MoD and is sold as is with no warranty expr ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>You are bidding on a Cooper Notification Waves Mobile Speaker Array System. This Cooper Notification Waves Mobile Speaker Array System is designed for wide-area mass notification, covering large areas with crisp, intelligible voice, tone and siren warnings. The Cooper Notification Waves Mobile Sp ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>You are bidding on a Lynx Helicopter Tail Gearbox Assy. This Lynx Helicopter Tail Gearbox Assy is sold AS SEEN and untested. Itis direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence. There is no warranty. Viewing is welcome and recommended prior to bidding. This item is sold as seen with no warranty expres ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>You are bidding on direct from the UK Ministry of Defence a TTL Helicopter/Jet Turbine Aircraft Mobile Power Air Start Rig. This TTL Helicopter/Jet Turbine Aircraft Power Air Start Rigis supplied in used condition AS SEEN and untested. Itis direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence. There is no warra ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>You are bidding on Direct from the Royal Air Force a Mobile Observation and Command Centre. This Observation and Command Centre has a fully fitted out interior including tailored seating, integrated Cummins Onan 230V 8kVA diesel generator, electrics, heating, lights, panoramic viewing platform, wor ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>You are bidding on Direct from a UK Government Department a Panavia Tornado Main Air Intake. This Panavia Tornado Main Air Intake has not been tried or tested by us. This is a very rare opportunity to buy a Panavia Tornado Main Air Intake and it is a must for any RAF collector. It appears to be in ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>You are bidding on Direct from a UK Government Department a Panavia Tornado Main Air Intake. This Panavia Tornado Main Air Intake has not been tried or tested by us. This is a very rare opportunity to buy a Panavia Tornado Main Air Intake and it is a must for any RAF collector. It appears to be in ...[more]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a Westland Sea King HU.5 (TAIL NUMBER XV661) Airframe. This Westland Sea King HU.5 (TAIL NUMBER XV661) Airframe is not in flying condition and is sold without engines, but with all paperwork, log cards etc. In the early morning of 25 Jan ...[more]

You are bidding on direct from the UK Ministry of Defence a Sea King Main Rotor Gearbox P/No WD01-68 11429-041. This Sea King Main Rotor Gearbox P/No WD01-68 11429-041 is supplied in used condition as seen and untested by us. It is sold as seen. There is no warranty. NO WARRANTY IS OFFERED OR ...[more]

You are bidding on direct from the UK Ministry of Defence 5 x Sea King Main Rotor Blades. These Sea King Main Rotor Blades are supplied in used condition as seen and untested by us. They are sold as seen. There is no warranty. They are direct from the MoD and is sold as is with no warranty expr ...[more]

You are bidding on direct from the UK Ministry of Defence a Rolls Royce / Turbomeca Turbine 3C4 Jet Engine 1300 SHP complete with Transportation Cradle as fitted to the PUMA Helicopter. This Rolls Royce / Turbomeca Turbine / Jet Engine is supplied in used condition AS SEEN and untested. It is direct ...[more]

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a VC10 Aircraft Tyre and Rim. This is a very rare opportunity to buy a VC10 Aircraft Tyre. This item appears to be unused. This is an exceedingly rare item to find and is a must for any RAF collector or if you just fancy a very unique garden ...[more]

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a Fluid Transfer LTD 950Ltr Aviation/Fuel Bowser Trailer. This Fluid Transfer LTD 950Ltr Aviation/Fuel Bowser Trailer features a 950 Ltr Stainless Steel Tank, Flowmeter, Pump, Hose and Filler Nozzle etc and is built to exacting military sta ...[more]

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a 2010 POTT20 Electric Aircraft Tug. This 2010 POTT20 Electric Aircraft Tug starts and appears to operate correctly. It shows only 1,185 hours, has good tyres and is complete with battery charger. VAT WILL BE ADDED TO THE FINAL PRICE. ...[more]

You are bidding on a Cooper Notification Waves Mobile Speaker Array System. This Cooper Notification Waves Mobile Speaker Array System is designed for wide-area mass notification, covering large areas with crisp, intelligible voice, tone and siren warnings. The Cooper Notification Waves Mobile Sp ...[more]

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a Westland Sea King HC.4 (TAIL NUMBER ZA312) Airframe complete with the improved Carson rotor blades for hot and high operations. The Sea King Mk4 - known throughout the Naval world as the Junglie - are the green giants of the Fleet Air Arm. ...[more]

You are bidding for an Aeronetics Horizontal Situation Indicator model HSI – 423A. It is direct from reserve stores and is still in the original box with calibration seals intact. It features a compass heading indicator, Nav, glideslope, course indicator and CRS Etc. It is new and unissued and is ...[more]

You are bidding on a RAF Tornado Supersonic Fighter LP1 Jet Engine RB199 Titanium Fixed Stage Vane. This RAF Tornado Supersonic Fighter LP1 Jet Engine RB199 Titanium Fixed Stage Vane is supplied in used condition AS SEEN and untested. Items such as these are often repurposed into Clocks, Mirrors, Wa ...[more]
You are bidding on a Tornado Supersonic Fighter LP1 Jet Engine Rolls Royce RB199 Titanium Compressor Fan Assy. This Tornado Supersonic Fighter LP1 Jet Engine Rolls Royce RB199 Titanium Compressor Fan Assy is supplied in used condition AS SEEN and untested. Items such as these are often repurposed in ...

You are bidding on a Augusta Westland Air Conditioning Unit. This Augusta Westland Air Conditioning Unit is sold AS SEEN and untested. It is direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence. There is no warranty. Viewing is welcome and recommended prior to bidding. This item is sold as seen with no warra ...

You are bidding on a SIMS SF 1000 Rainmaker Heli Bucket. SIMS SF 1000 Rainmaker Heli Buckets are used to gain early control of wild fires, especially when inaccessibility would make it difficult or impossible for ground crews to respond in the same amount of time. They have a maximum carrying capaci ...

You are bidding on a Unissued Lynx Helicopter Fuel Tank Assy complete with fitting kit. This Unissued Lynx Helicopter Fuel Tank Assy is sold AS SEEN and untested. It is direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence. There is no warranty. Viewing is welcome and recommended prior to bidding. This item is sold as seen with no warranty expres ...

You are bidding on a Lynx Helicopter Tail Gearbox Assy. This Lynx Helicopter Tail Gearbox Assy is supplied in used condition AS SEEN and untested. It is direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence. There is no warranty. Viewing is welcome and recommended prior to bidding. This item is sold as seen with no warranty expres ...

You are bidding on a Rolls Royce Gem Jet Engine complete with Transportation Cradle as fitted to the Westland Lynx Helicopter. This Rolls Royce Gem Jet Engine is supplied in used condition AS SEEN and untested. It is direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence. There is no warranty. Viewing is welcome a ...

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a Westland Sea King HC.4 (TAIL NUMBER ZD476) Airframe complete with the improved Carson rotor blades for hot and high operations. The Sea King Mk4 - known throughout the Naval world as the Junglie - are the green giants of the Fleet Air Arm. ...

You are bidding on a very impressive Tornado Strategic Bomber 2250 litre external fuel tank, Drop tank (external tank, wing tank, or belly tank). This is a very rare opportunity to buy a Tornado Strategic Bomber Drop tank. This is an exceedingly rare item to find and is a must for any RAF collector. ...

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a Harrier 1000lb Practice Bomb as dropped by the Harrier force. This is a unique opportunity to buy a piece of military history. This Harrier 1000lb Practice Bomb is unissued and appears to be complete. This is an exceedingly rare item to fin ...

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence 12 x No. 59 A/C Bomb Nose Plugs. This is a very rare opportunity to buy 12 x No. 59 A/C Bomb Nose Plugs. This is an exceedingly rare item to find and is a must for any collector or if you just fancy a very unique ornament. Viewing is welcome ...

You are bidding on Direct from a UK Government Department a Panavia Tornado Main Air Intake. This Panavia Tornado Main Air Intake has not been tried or tested by us. This is a very rare opportunity to buy a Panavia Tornado Main Air Intake and it is a must for any RAF collector. It appears to be in ...

You are bidding on Direct from a UK Government Department a Panavia Tornado Main Air Intake. This Panavia Tornado Main Air Intake has not been tried or tested by us. This is a very rare opportunity to buy a Panavia Tornado Main Air Intake and it is a must for any RAF collector. It appears to be in ...
You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a Harrier 1000lb Practice Bomb as dropped by the Harrier force. This is a unique opportunity to buy a piece of military history. This Harrier 1000lb Practice Bomb is unissued and appears to be complete. This is an exceedingly rare item to find...

You are bidding on a Augusta Westland Air Conditioning Unit. This Augusta Westland Air Conditioning Unit is sold AS SEEN and untested. It is direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence. There is no warranty. Viewing is welcome and recommended prior to bidding. This item is sold as seen with no warranty...

You are bidding direct from the MOD a Rolls Royce Pegasus Harrier Stage 2 Turbine Rotor. This Rolls Royce Pegasus Harrier Stage 2 Turbine Rotor is supplied in used condition with paperwork. It is sold as seen. There is no warranty. It is direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence. There is no warranty...

You are bidding for a Heavy Duty 500kg Double Scissor Lift Work Table Platform. This Heavy Duty 500kg Double Scissor Lift Work Table Platform is direct from reserve stores and appears to be in excellent condition. Max Height: 1900mm Platform Size: 840 x 1350mm. NO WARRANTY IS OFFERED OR IMPLIED...

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a Westland Sea King HAR.3 (TAIL NUMBER XZ597) Airframe complete with main rotor blades. The Sea King HAR.3 - is the search and rescue version for the Royal Air Force. Fitted with relocated rear cabin bulkhead giving greater cabin length, extr...

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a Clark 15m Demountable CCTV Mast Assy with Accessories and Cover. It is designed to be mounted on the back of trucks etc and comes complete with everything shown in the pictures. It has not been tried or tested and comes without warranty...

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a Clark 15m Demountable CCTV Mast Assy with Accessories and Cover. It is designed to be mounted on the back of trucks etc and comes complete with everything shown in the pictures. It has not been tried or tested and comes without warranty...

You are bidding on a Unissued Lynx Helicopter Fuel Tank Assy complete with fitting kit. This Unissued Lynx Helicopter Fuel Tank Assy is sold AS SEEN and untested. It is direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence. There is no warranty. Viewing is welcome and recommended prior to bidding. This item is...

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry of Defence 5 x Sea King Main Rotor Blades. These Sea King Main Rotor Blades are supplied in used condition as seen and untested by us. They are sold as seen. There is no warranty. They are direct from the MoD and is sold as is with no warranty expr...

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry of Defence a 2 x Comtech 2.4m Tactical Troposcatter Antenna Assys. They have not been tried or tested by us and are sold as seen in used condition. We recommend you view this item before you bid. This item is sold as seen with no warranty...
You are bidding on direct from the UK Ministry of Defence a Sea King Main Rotor Gearbox P/No WD01-68 11429-041. This Sea King Main Rotor Gearbox P/No WD01-68 11429-041 is supplied in used condition as seen and untested by us. It is sold as seen. There is no warranty. NO WARRANTY IS OFFERED OR ...[more]

You are bidding on Direct from the UK Ministry Of Defence a Westland Sea King HC.4 (TAIL NUMBER ZF122) Airframe. The Sea King Mk4 - known throughout the Naval world as the Junglie - are the green giants of the Fleet Air Arm. Wherever Royal Marines go in the world, they are accompanied by the venerab ...[more]

You are bidding for a Ford Trimotor 4-AT “The Tin Goose” Aluminium Scale Model. This is a gorgeous detailed scale model of an iconic aircraft from the 1920’s and 1930’s it constructed in aluminium and comes complete with display stand. The dimensions of this model are 67x102x20cm. This would be ...[more]

You are bidding for a WWI Replica Wooden Propeller. This is an impressive replica of a WWI era wooden propeller and would look superb on the wall of a man cave, bar, entrance hall etc. The dimensions of this propeller are 186x15x9cm. This would be an ideal gift idea with christmas on the way. ...[more]

You are bidding for a Douglas Dakota DC-3 Aluminium Scale Model. This is a gorgeous detailed scale model of an iconic aircraft from the 1930’s and 1940’s it constructed in aluminium and comes complete with display stand. This expert level, highly detailed, museum quality, Douglas Dakota DC 3 airc ...[more]

You are bidding for a Pan Am Boeing 314 ‘Dixie Clipper’ 23” Scale Model. This is a gorgeous detailed scale model of an iconic aircraft from the 1920’s and 1930’s it constructed in aluminium and comes complete with display stand. It’s 1939. PanAm receives the first Boeing 314, the ultimate in luxu ...[more]